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COSMIC

KATHRYN HARLAN-GRAN

Her favorite color is purple.
Five years old, playground scrapes, and lost ribbons –
we mixed red blood and blue tears with our fingertips.
On rainy days, we would finger-paint at recess.
This is what it means to bruise.
We are taught from a young age to think of feelings as colors.
Purple has always been such a painful hue.
I bruise too easily.
Did you know that lavender leaves
heal broken hearts?
Never before had I looked at purple
and smiled until I met her.
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I.
We are in orbit,
hardly concentric circles,
looking for ways to stay anchored
to one another
from across the void.
Do you miss me? I ask.
Do you think of me?
Do you still remember how to pick out my light
from all the others?
I think of you, sometimes more than I ought to
and sometimes less.
It’s ironically difficult to find a balance,
considering that you’re
my gravity.
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III.
So where does that leave us?
you ask,
and I tell you,
Drifting.
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II.
Did you know that there are rogue planets?
They’re often formed when
the gravity that bound them to some
magnificent celestial body
grows too weak and
off 			
they			
go,
careening through the abyss that is the cosmos,
as though launched from an intergalactic rubber band.
Where do you suppose they go?
What do you suppose there is to do,
after having lost your gravity?
I should think that it’s awfully cold,
and rather dark,
and far more lonely
than any planet that calls itself a rogue
would care to admit.

